We propose to leverage the local information in image sequences to support global camera relocalization. In contrast to previous methods that regress global poses from single images, we exploit the spatial-temporal consistency in sequential images to alleviate uncertainty due to visual ambiguities by incorporating a visual odometry (VO) component. Specifically, we introduce two effective steps called content-augmented pose estimation and motion-based refinement. The content-augmentation step focuses on alleviating the uncertainty of pose estimation by augmenting the observation based on the co-visibility in local maps built by the VO stream. Besides, the motion-based refinement is formulated as a pose graph, where the camera poses are further optimized by adopting relative poses provided by the VO component as additional motion constraints. Thus, the global consistency can be guaranteed. Experiments on the public indoor 7-Scenes and outdoor Oxford RobotCar benchmark datasets demonstrate that benefited from local information inherent in the sequence, our approach outperforms state-of-the-art methods, especially in some challenging cases, e.g., insufficient texture, highly repetitive textures, similar appearances, and over-exposure.
Introduction
Visual relocalization is a fundamental task in computer vision. With various applications in robotics, autonomous driving, and virtual/augmented reality, visual relocalization has been studied for decades and a considerable amount of geometry-based systems have been developed [18, 23, 24, 31, 32] . Recently, with the success of deep Figure 1 : Overview of our framework. Sequential images are first encoded as high-level features which are then fed into the convolutional LSTM [28] for VO estimation. These features are augmented individually by searching covisibility from hidden states in recurrent units before they are fed into the estimator for global pose regression. Predicted poses are optimized within a pose graph in which the predicted global poses and relative poses represent the nodes and edges, respectively.
learning techniques in computer vision tasks, global poses can be predicted by exploiting Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [4, 14, 15, 20, 26] and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) [7, 34] in an end-to-end fashion. Most of these methods recover camera poses from single images. However, it is not easy to estimate stable poses from single images due to insufficient information or visual ambiguities such as repetitive textures, similar appearances, and the accuracy may also degrade with noise and over-exposure. As a sequence provides locally consistent spatio-temporal cues over consecutive frames, they have potentials to overcome limitations that single images based relocalization suffers. In order to best utilize the local consistency, we delve into the nature of sequential data in terms of content and motion. First, in contrast to single images, a sequence can build a local map aggregating contents from consecutive frames from different viewpoints [27] . Thus, a sequence provides wider field of view and can distinguish stably detected features. Ambiguities arisen from single images can be alleviated with the local map. Additionally, considering the continuous nature of camera motions, relative poses can be exploited as additional constraints to mitigate the uncertainty that global pose estimation undergoes [8, 21] .
In this paper, we propose to learn camera relocalization from sequences by incorporating a deep VO component. The VO sub-network accepts sequential images as input and predicts relative poses between consecutive frames. The hidden states that preserve historical information of sequence are taken as local maps. Specifically, our model learns camera relocalization by employing a two-step strategy. Raw features are first augmented according to the covisibility in the local map for global pose prediction, namely content-augmentation module; VO estimation is then taken as a local motion constraint to enforce the consistency of predicted global camera poses within a pose graph.
The overview of our architecture is shown in Fig. 1 . The encoder extracts features from images. The VO subnetwork takes sequential features as input and calculates relative poses using convolutional LSTMs (Long Short-Term Memory) [28] . The extracted features are then augmented using hidden states with a soft attention, and fed into a pose predictor to regress camera poses for each view respectively. Finally, with vertexes denoting global poses and edges representing relative poses, a pose graph is established to enforce the consistency of predicted results. Our model learns camera relocalization and VO estimation jointly in a unified model, and can be used in an end-to-end fashion. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We propose to take advantages of the local information in a sequence to support global camera poses estimation by incorporating a VO component.
• Instead of raw features, our model estimates global poses from contents augmented based on covisibility in local maps.
• We adopt VO results as additional motion constraints to refine global poses within a pose graph during training and testing processes.
Our approach outperforms state-of-the-art methods in both the indoor 7-Scenes and outdoor Oxford RobotCar datasets, especially in challenging scenarios. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, related works on relocalization and visual odometry are introduced. In Sec. 3, our framework is described in detail. The performance of our approach is compared with previous methods in Sec. 4. Finally, we conclude the paper in Sec. 5.
Related work
We first introduce relevant methods for camera relocalization, and then give a brief discussion on related VO algorithms.
Visual Relocalization Image-based relocalization algorithms recover the global pose approximately using the one of the most similar image in the database [1, 13] . The approximation-like nature results in low accuracy. Structure-based algorithms require a scene 3D representation and search correspondences between 3D points and extracted features from a query image to establish 2D-3D matches [2, 3, 31] . Then, the camera poses are estimated by applying RANSAC and solving a Perspective-n-Point problem [6, 15, 24] . Despite their promising performance, they require high computational cost, accurate intrinsic calibration and initialization for projection.
Recent works show that global camera poses can be estimated using a neural network in an end-to-end fashion. PoseNet [16] is the first to regress 6-DoF camera poses directly with deep neural networks in an end-to-end fashion. A series of following works extend PoseNet by modeling the uncertainty of poses with Bayesian CNNs [14] , introducing the geometric loss [15] , and correcting the structured features using LSTMs [34] . Melekhov et al. [20] add skip connections on ResNet34 [11] for preserving the finegrained information. All abovementioned methods estimate camera localization from single images. VidLoc [7] and MapNet [4] are closely related to our work. VidLoc [7] accepts video clips as input and adopts regular bidirectional LSTMs to model the sequence. Although LSTMs can partially enhance observations, it cannot remember historical knowledge for a long time [30] , resulting in poor performance in processing long sequences. We instead employ a soft attention mechanism to remedy the finite capacity of recurrent units. Moreover, additional motion constraints are exploited to enforce the consistency of poses, which is ignored in VidLoc [7] . MapNet [4] enforces the motion consistency between predicted global poses during training. However, the input for each view is only a single image, and it requires extra data obtained from GPS or VO/SLAM systems [8, 21] for pose refinement. In contrast, our model takes both the contents and motion cues from a sequence into consideration. Besides, the motion constraints can be performed in both training and testing stages, as our model directly provides relative poses from the VO component.
Visual Odometry Traditionally, visual odometry is solved by minimizing reprojection [21] or photometric errors [8, 9] . Recently, a number of learning-based VO systems have been developed. Some leverage CNNs to predict ego-motions from videos [38, 40] or relative poses between paired images [33, 39] . VO can also be formulated as sequence-to-sequence problem and solved by a LSTM for sequence modeling [35] [36] [37] . Benefited from the local temporal information preserved in LSTMs, relative results are predicted with promising accuracy.
In this paper, we embed a deep VO component to assist relocalization. The hidden states with temporal information are taken as local maps to augment the raw features of each view. Moreover, the relative poses obtained from the VO component are exploited as motion constraints to enforce the consistency of global poses within a pose graph.
Method
In this section, we introduce our deep camera relocalization framework in detail. An overall network is illustrated in 
Feature Extraction and VO Estimation
Feature Extraction Similar to [4, 20] , we adopt the modified ResNet34 [11] to extract features from images. The last global average pooling (GAP) layer and fullyconnected (FC) layer are discarded, producing 3D-tensors as feature maps. As shown in Fig. 2 , since camera relocalization and visual odometry are two closely related subtasks, the similarity can also be inherited in the feature space by sharing weights of feature extraction module. To be specific, the output of our modified ResNet34 for frame t is taken as raw feature X t . Two consecutive raw features are concatenated along the channel dimension and passed through a group of residual networks to obtain fused features X vo t for the VO task. This group of residual networks shares the same number of BasicBlock with the last residual layer in ResNet34. It is worthy to note that the number of input channels is changed and the pooling operation is disabled.
Visual Odometry Estimation Learning visual odometry from image sequences using LSTMs [12] for temporal reasoning has been proved effective [35, 36] . The regular LSTM [12] cannot retain the spatial connections of features with only 1D vectors as input. We adopt the convolutional LSTM [28] as our recurrent unit following the work in [36] . The fused feature X vo t is fed into the recurrent unit as:
where H t−1 and H t represent hidden states at time t − 1 and t, respectively. O t denotes the output 3D tensor of the recurrent unit U at time t. It is passed through a GAP layer and three FC layers (with output channels of 2048, 3 and 3) to calculate the 6-DoF relative pose P vo t,t−1 . Intuitively, the feature flow passing through recurrent units is filtered and fused via the gates in convolutional LSTMs. Hidden states with historical knowledge preserved are viewed as local maps to boost the relocalization task.
Content-augmented Pose Estimation
We aim at utilizing multiple observations from a sequence to reduce the ambiguity of a single image. Since images are high-dimension data with much redundant information, learning information from raw data is ineffective [35] . On the other hand, LSTMs cannot preserve longterm knowledge [30] . Hence, fusing features instead of images using bidirectional LSTMs is incapable of processing long sequences. To deal with the problem, we take inspirations from classic SLAM systems [21] by searching the covisibility relations from local maps built in the VO stream.
Content Augmentation In our work, both observations and local maps are represented implicitly as features. Hence, the correlation in the feature space represents the co-visibility relations between local maps and extracted features for each view. We perform the correlation by employing a soft attention mechanism with raw features as guidance. Considering the fact that the capacity of recurrent units is finite, an attention module is operated in both spatial and temporal domains, as shown in Fig. 3 .
More specifically, for each observation I t , we take its raw feature map X t as the guidance to select the most related knowledge by re-weighting all hidden states in the spatio-temporal domain. Since both X t and H i are 3D tensors, following GFS-VO [36] , we calculate the cosine similarity between the vectorized feature map of X t and H i in each channel. Unlike GFS-VO that focuses on spatial correlation between two tensors, we extend the correlation to the temporal domain based on the intuition that each hidden state contributes discriminatively to different views. The whole process is described as:
Here, A T and A S denote the temporal and spatial correlation respectively. N and C are the number of hidden states and channels each hidden state has. H j i denotes the jth channel of the ith hidden state. X t ∈ R H×W ×C is the obtained input for I t by fusing co-visible contents from the whole sequence explicitly in the feature space. The soft attention we adopt discovers the filtered covisible contents and retains observations beyond a single view but appear in local maps. More importantly, the obtained content for each frame is view related and the field of view is enlarged implicitly by images in the whole sequence in feature space.
Global Pose Estimation Given the augmented feature X t at time t, we can estimate the corresponding global pose with the Estimator. X t is fused by two convolutional layers with kernel size of 3. Then the feature is fed into a GAP layer and three FC layers (with output channels of 2048, 3 and 3), mapping features to global poses (see Fig. 2 ). As FC layers preserve much of the global map information [4] , the process can be viewed as a registration between the local map from a specific view and the global map of the scene.
Motion-based Refinement
The VO estimation provides relative poses with promising accuracy but drifts over time. The predicted global poses undergo uncertainties while are drift-free. Therefore, the two sub-tasks can be learned cooperatively, resulting in a win-win situation. In our work, we employ a pose graph to enforce the consistency of predictions. In the graph, all global poses are defined as nodes which are connected by edges, representing the relative poses, as shown in Fig. 4 .
Joint Optimization in Training During the training process, since the global and relative poses are not optimal, both nodes and edges are optimized and updated dynamically. We consider a local window with all frames in the videos, and design the joint loss with the global and local poses coupled as:
The D computes the distance between two poses (to be discussed further). L joint indicates the consistency between predicted global and relative poses. As the joint loss mainly enforces the consistency between predicted poses, it is combined with additional losses to optimize the model in a supervised manner.
Pose Graph Optimization in Testing When in testing, the VO sub-network recovers locally accurate relative poses between consecutive frames. To further reduce the uncertainty of global poses, we perform a standard pose graph optimization (PGO) [5] by optimizing only the nodes with edges fixed. We minimize the error as:
P i and P vo i+1,i are the predicted global and local poses. P i denotes global poses to be optimized. As no loop closures are provided as in classic SLAM systems [21] , the predicted global poses are optimized with local poses as constraints to force the consistency. The error against original predictions is added, restricting the final results from deviating too much from the original predictions. α is used to balance the two errors.
Though MapNet [4] also employs a pose graph optimization during inference, it requires extra computation with known relative poses of testing images from the ground truth or other VO/SLAM systems [8] . In contrast, our approach obtains these results from the model, and thus gets rid of the dependence on extra data.
Loss Function
As our network learns camera relocalization and VO estimation jointly in a unified model, the losses are defined on both the global and relative poses as:
L g and L vo represent the global and relative losses, respectively.P i andP vo i are ground truth global and relative poses. For function D, we adopt the definition in [15] :
where t and w are both 3-DoF parameters representing the predicted translation and rotation (in formulation of log quaternion), whilet andŵ denote the ground truths. β and γ are the weights to balance the translational and rotational errors. During training, β and γ are not fixed, we optimize them as parameters with an initialization β 0 and γ 0 . The total loss consists of global pose loss L g , VO loss L vo and motion constraint loss L joint as:
Although different losses have different scales, the parameters β and γ of each loss can balance the scale.
Experiments
In this section, we first introduce the implementation details, datasets used for evaluation and baseline methods for comparison. Then we compare our model with previous approaches in Sec. 4.1 and 4.2. The ablation study and additional results can be found in the supplementary material.
Implementation Details Our network takes monocular RGB image sequences as input. We use 7 consecutive images to construct a sequence. Similar to [4] , shorter side length of all input images are rescaled to 256. We calculate the pixel-wise mean for each of the scenes in the datasets and subtract them with the input images. All βs and γs are set to -3 and 0, respectively. The ResNet34 is pretrained on the ImageNet, while other parts of the network are initialized using MSRA method [10] . We adopt the Py-Torch [22] to implement the model on an NVIDIA 1080Ti GPU. Adam [17] with weight decay of 5 × 10 −4 is used to optimize the network with batch size of 16 for 200 epochs in total. The initial learning rate is set to 10 −4 and is kept during the whole training process.
Dataset We conduct extensive experiments on the popular 7-Scenes [29] and Oxford RobotCar [19] datasets. The 7-Scenes was collected using a Kinect in seven different indoor environments with spatial extent less than 4 meters. Among the 7 categories, the Pumpkin was recorded in the scene with a pumpkin on the floor, and contains many texture-less areas. The Stairs was collected over the stairs with lots of highly repetitive textures. Both the Pumpkin and Stairs are challenging for relocalization algorithms (see Fig. 5 ). Each category contains multiple sequences, some of which are used for training and the others for testing. The ground truth was obtained with KinectFusion. Both RGB and depth image sequences are provided, while only the RGB images are utilized in this paper.
The Oxford RobotCar dataset was captured through central Oxford over several periods in a year. Consequently, it contains observations under various conditions of weather, traffic, pedestrians, construction and roadworks, which makes it a big challenge for relocalization algorithms. Images captured by the center camera are used as input and the interpolations of INS measurements are used as the ground truth. We follow the train/split in MapNet [4] by using two groups of subsets denoted as LOOP and FULL scenes. Table 1 : Median translation and rotation errors of previous methods using single images as input and our model on the 7-Scenes dataset [29] . The best results are highlighted. Raw images Ours Figure 5 : Results on the 7-Scenes dataset [29] . The green line indicates the ground truth and the red line represents the predicted trajectories of various mehtods. From top to bottom, three testing sequences are Heads-seq-01, Pumpkin-seq-07, Stairs-seq-01. The Pumpkin contains many texture-less regions, and Stairs has lots of highly repetitive textures.
Baseline Methods When evaluating on the 7-Scenes benchmark, the baseline algorithms include PoseNet15 [16] , PoseNet16 [14] , PoseNet17 [15] , Hourglass [20] , LSTM-PoseNet [34] , VidLoc [7] , and MapNet [4] . Both PoseNet15 [16] and MapNet [4] are used for comparison on the Oxford RobotCar. Although VidLoc [7] reported results on the LOOP scene, the training/testing sequences are not provided.
Experiments on the 7-Scenes Dataset
Comparison with Image-based Methods Table 1 shows the results of methods taking single images as input and our model. Obviously, our approach outperforms these methods by a large margin. As these algorithms rely on single images to recover global poses, their results inevitably suffer from high uncertainties.
Comparison with Sequence-based Methods Table 2 demonstrates the comparison against sequence-based relocalization methods including VidLoc [7] , MapNet [4] and DSO [8] . Our approach achieves slightly better performance on regular scenes including Fire, Heads, Kitchen. While on scenarios with many texture-less regions (Pumpkin) and highly repetitive textures (Stairs), our model obtains outstanding results. As VidLoc [7] only considers the fusion of observations, thus achieves lower accuracy in translation. MapNet [4] introduces the pose constraints during the training process and achieves promising performance on regular scenes, while our model gives results with higher accuracy. More importantly, our methods shows great potential in dealing with difficult scenarios. Table 2 : Median translation and rotation errors of DSO [8] , VidLoc [7] , MapNet [4] and our approach on the 7-Scenes dataset [29] . The best results are highlighted. Fig. 5 illustrates the qualitative comparison between previous methods and our approach. As PoseNet and its variations [14] [15] [16] localize the camera from single images individually, they produce many outliers in both regular and challenging scenes. The number of outliers are reduced by introducing motion constraints over outputs as MapNet [4] . However, this strategy brings finite improvements on scenes with texture-less regions and repetitive textures, resulting in zigzag trajectories. By considering the spatio-temporal consistency of sequential images, our model gains much smoother trajectories in the Pumpkin and Stairs categories.
Experiments on the Oxford RobotCar Dataset
We evaluate our model on the LOOP and FULL routes of the Oxford RobotCar dataset [19] . Both of the two routes are very long with trajectories of approximate 1120m and 9562m. The training and testing sequences are captured under various weather conditions, which makes them laborious for localization methods. Other uncertainties including dynamic objects, similar appearances, and over exposure further increase the difficulty, as shown in Fig. 6 .
Quantitative Comparison Table 3 shows the quantitative comparison of our approach against PoseNet and Map-Net. Since the training and testing sequences are captured under varying conditions at different times, PoseNet can hardly handle such changes and outputs poor poses. Map-Net produces promising results on shorter routes (LOOP1 and LOOP2), but the error increases sharply with the scene growing larger (from 1120m to 9562m). The larger areas may contain more locally similar appearances, degrading the ability the relocalization systems. In contrast, taking both the content and motion into consideration, our model deals with these challenges more effectively.
Qualitative Comparison Fig. 7 represents the trajectories recovered by Stereo VO (results from [19] ), PoseNet, MapNet and our model. As shown clearly, Stereo VO produces very smooth trajectories as the relative poses between consecutive frames can be calculated locally accurately. Yet, Stereo VO drifts severely over time in such long Figure 6 : Samples of challenging conditions on the Robot-Car dataset [19] . From left to right: three pairs of images demonstrate the observations with over-exposure, changing weather and dynamic objects, similar appearances at different locations.
Method
Scene PoseNet [14] [15] [16] routes. PoseNet predicts a lot of outliers which are far from the ground truth locations. Utilizing the motion consistency, MapNet [4] improves the accuracy of predicted poses and reduces the number of outliers by a large margin. However, there are still a lot of outliers across the whole areas due to the local similarities of observations in large scenarios. Compared with PoseNet and MapNet, our model eliminates outliers more effectively and performs more stably in these areas where the previous two methods give noisy results.
Cumulative Distribution Errors
We additionally calculate the cumulative distribution of the translation and rotation errors on the LOOP and FULL scenes (shown in Fig. 8 ). We can find that Stereo VO and PoseNet produce poor results in both translation and rotation. MapNet and our method produce very close results in regular regions. While for scenarios causing larger uncertainties, the performance of our model is markedly more stable. Deep learning techniques are not good at estimating camera orientations [25] , let alone from single images. Therefore, another important advantage of our model is its ability to give accurate orientation estimation by considering the local information of sequential images. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we aim to overcome the ambiguities of single images in relocalization with assistance of the local information in image sequences. To fully use the spatiotemporal consistency, we incorporate a VO component. Specifically, instead of raw features, our model estimates global poses from features which are augmented by local maps preserved in recurrent units based on the co-visibility. Besides, as relative poses can be calculated with promising accuracy in VO component due to the continuity of camera motions, the predicted global poses are further optimized with these relative poses constraints within a pose graph during both the training and testing processes. Experiments on both the indoor 7-Scenes and outdoor Oxford RobotCar datasets demonstrate that our approach outperforms previous methods, especially in challenging scenarios.
